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ABSTRACT

The index of a holomorphic vector field Z defined on a

germ of a hypersurface V with an isolated singularity is defined.

The index coincides with the Hopf index in the smooth case. Formulae

for the index in terms of the ideals defining Z and V are given.

Topological invariance of the index and the Chern class as well as

formulae relating global invariants of the Poincare-Hopf type are proven.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Let f ; (11,0) •+ (t,0) be a holomorphic function defined on an open

set U of tn+1, n > 1, and let V - f'Hu) be a complex hypersurface with
an isolated singular point at 0. If Z is a non-singular holomorphic

vector field on V - {0}, then general arguments of analytic geometry show

that Z extends uniquely to 0 € V and that Z has infinitely many

extensions to the ambient space having an isolated singularity at 0. In

this paper we give necessary and sufficient conditions for Z to have a local

extension tangent to the fibers f~ (t) and with an isolated singularity at

0. Our interest in this question arouse from the separatrix problem: it

seems plausible [1] that there exist holomorphic vector fields on singular

hypersurfaces in I without a separatrix. If one such vector field could

be extended to the ambient space, tangent to the nearby fibers and with an

isolated singularity at 0, it would be a (germ of a) holomorphic vector field

in t without a separatrix..

This work is divided as follows. In Sec.2 we define the (local)

index of a vector field on the hypersurface V'- In Sec.3 we show that there

is an analytic obstruction for extending a holomorphic vector field Z on V

tangent to the nearby fibers, even with a large singular locus, and once this

obstruction vanishes the index measures the number of zeroes in each fiber.

Me also give an algebraic formulae to compute the obstruction and the index.

In Sec.4 we show that the local index is a topological invariant for

holomorphic vector fields, i.e. it depends only on the topology of the

foliation by complex curves obtained by integrating the vector field. In

Sec.5 we prove, in the same vein as in Sec.4, that for a foliation by holomorphic

curves with singular set of codimension bigger than one in a complex manifold,

the Chern class of the extended line bundle tangent to the leaves {2] is a

topological invariant. The crucial point of these two results is to phrase

them in the adequate topological category and then use for the first the

stable homeomorphism conjecture (which is now a theorem [3]-[5]) and

for the second the fact that the group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms

of R 2 retracts strongly to U(l) (6],[7], In Sec.6 we give definitions

of the index and the Euler class for 2-dimensional oriented distributions on

c"-manifolds, that agree with the previous definitions when the manifolds and the

distributions are holoraorphic. We then prove a theorem that relates all of these

invariants and we give an application to foliations on CP", thus obtaining a

topological proof of a theorem in [8]' related to the desingularifcation problem

of holomorphic vector fields.

2. THE LOCAL INDEX

n+1Let 0 t U be an open set in 0 and let

f * (11,0) •> (0,0), n > 1
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be a holomorphic map with (at mosO a critical point at 0. We denote by

1/ the variety f (0) and by 1ft the non-singular hypersurface f (t),

t fe (t*. Then V has complex codimansion 1 in U and it is singular

only at 0. If we allow 0 & V to be a regular point of f, then '\J is

non-singular and its germ at 0 is that of In. By a vector field on IT

we mean a (continuous, smooth or holomorphic) vector field on If- {0}, and

we assume in this section that our vector fields are non-singular away from 0,

Given one such vector field X we wish to define its local index at 0 £ XT.

For this W E recall that Milnor in Ref.[9] proved that V intersects

transversally every small sphere S£ c (° around 0, so the intersection

K£ - V n S is a smooth subfnanifold of S of (real) codimension 2, and

the isotopy class of the pair (S ,K ) does not depend on £. We call

K = K the link of 0 in If , This manifold can be considered [9] as

the boundary of the Milnor fiber F of f, which is the intersection

Vt fl D£ for some small disc D around 0 and E >> |t| > 0. The manifold

F is parallelizable and it has the homotopy type of a wedge of n-spheres, the

number u of spheres in this wedge being the Hilnor number, or multiplicity,

of '\J at 0. We can always move our vector field X on °/- {0} by a

differentiable isotopy to obtain a non-singular vector field on a neighbourhood

of It i JF in F. We also denote this vector field by X.

Definition 2.1 We now give two equivalent definitions of the index of X

at 0. For this we fix the orientation of F that together with the normal

outwards direction of K in F gives the natural orientation of TF|K.

i) Since 0 8 I n + 1 is the only critical point of Vf, it follows that

the gradient Vf of f is nowhere vanishing on If- {0} and provides a

trivialization of the (complex) normal bundle of V - {0} in 71. Hence

tff and X are linearly independent everywhere over G, so they define a

continuous map

Cx.vf) W.2,n+l

via the Gram-Schmidt process, where W, . is the Stiefel manifold of
• I i,n+i

complex 2-frames in I . Since [K,W2 n + 1 ] s 71, then the map (X,Vf)

has a degree and we define the index of X to be this degree. We denote

this integer by Ind(X) or by Ind(X;1O if we want to emphasize its

dependence on IT ,

ii) He consider X again as a vector field on a neighbourhood of K = 3F

in F. Then the obstruction for extending X to F is a class a(X) in

H (F,K;2Z) s HQ(F;E) £ TL, which measures the number of zeroes of an extension

of X to F with finite singularities, counted with their local indices.

-3-

The total sum equals the index of X as defined in (i) above because Vf

is non-singular on all of F.

Proposition 2.2 The local index Ind(X) has the following properties:

a) If O e V is a regular point of V , then Ind(X) is the usual Index.

b) If X is everywhere transversal to the link K, then

Ind(X) - 1 + (-l)nu ,

where u is the Milnor number of 17 at 0.

c) If Y is another vector field on V singular only at 0 and tangent

to the complex distribution <£,. spanned by X, then

Ind(Y) - Ind(X)

Proof Part(a) is Immediate from the definitions. Part(b) follows from

the theorem of Poincare-Hopf for manifolds with boundary (see [10]), which tells

us that Ind(X) is the Euler characteristic of the Milnor fiber, which equals

1 + (-1)% by [9],[11). To prove (c) we observe that X and Y differ,

up to homotopy, by a continuous map d(X,Y) from the link K into the complex

Stiefel manifold W_

Y is tangent to «/x-

W. .,, and d(X,Y) factors through U(l) c W
I

Hence d(X,Y) is nullhomotopic.

because

3. ALGEBRAIC FORMULAE FOR THE INDEX

Let f : (Uc Cn+1,0) •+ (t,0) and V - f'^O) be a hypersurface with

at most an isolated singularity at 0 and let Z be a holomorphic vector

field on V* = V - {0} with a possibly large singular locus. Since the

tangent bundle of 'U* is a sub-bundle of the tangent bundle of € ,
n

Z has an expression ^ 't z. -$~ . where the Z. 's are holomorphic functions
i-0 * 3zi

on V*. IT is a normal space, so the Z.'s extend to holomorphic functions

on IT by Riemann's removable singularity theorem [12], and therefore Z extends

naturally to all of IT. By definition, the Z^'s are the restriction to IT

of holomorphic functions on a neighbourhood It' of 0 in tl. so that Z

also extends to 1L'.

Lemma 3.1 Let W - 2-j w'i jf~ ** a n y e* t e n s l o n o f z t o a neighbourhood

of 0 In 11. Then, there exists an extension W of Z tangent to the fibers

of the map f if and only if
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f M_
(3.1)

where the middle term is the ideal generated by f |p— in the ring of germs

of holomorphic functions on C n at 0. 1

deduce that (3,1) is just a condition on the (y-l)-th jet of W . For
2 3

example, if f •= zQ - Zji2 in C , then J(f) - om . Condition (3.1)

becomes df(W') €. f-tn . Since by hypothesis df(W) £, (f), w have

df(VT) - h-f for some holomorphic function h. Condition (3.1) becomes

then h(0) " 0 . By considerations of degree, this condition is centered

in the linear part of W, which has to be of the form

Proof A vector field W « ^ j « i •—• in a neighbourhood of 0 in Ti. is

tangent to the fibers of f if and only if df(W) - 0 everywhere; that is if

and only if

n

W ~ 0

i-0

If W is some extension of the vector field Z on 'V , then the vector field

W is also an extension of Z if and only if W^ - W. £ (f) for all i = Q n.

This is equivalent to saying that there exist holomorphic functions Y.,

i = 0,...,n around 0 In 14. such that Wj - W. » fY^ Hence, we may find an

extension tangent to the fibers of f if and only if there are holomorphic

functions Y,, i - 0,...,n such thatY., i

V> If:V CW, + Y,f> TT" = 0

that is, if and only if (3.1) is satisfied.

Remarks: 1) The lemma above is not saying anything about the dimension of

the singular locus of the extensions of Z, but if Z is non-singular on 1/*,

then every extension of Z will be singular in a space of (complex) dimension

0 or 1, for Intersecting with a hypersurface diminishes the dimension at

most by 1. We also remark that the condition given in the previous lemma

is actually independent of the choice fo the extension V . The obstruction

to finding an extension W tangent to the fibers of f lies in the finite

dimensional C-vector space (f)/ff |̂ -"\ which is &
n

-module. Hence,
.0

if Z does not satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma, then there exists a

function g such that gZ does satisfy this hypothesis. Thus, the foliation

of Z on If can be extended to the ambient space tangent to the f-fibers

after making it singular on {g - 0} n V .

2) If the multiplicity of IT at 0 is u, and m - (zo,...,zn)

is the maximal ideal of O , then -vnM c (f£- ,...,|U| - J(f)
0 , 0 ^ 0 nJ

(see [ U ] p. 123). Hence we also have f-Vnu c f|£- fiL"]
\ S Z Q 3znJ
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f r o m where we

since it is tangent to V- The eigenvalues of the above matrix are a,

a-a, a+a, for some o £. C, and condition (3.1) is equivalent to having

a - 0. It would be interesting to have a geometric interpretation of (3.1)

perhaps in terms of an ambient resolution of V ( a s in [14], for n • 2).

Theorem 3.Z Let V " f"

singular point at 0, f : ( i c (n+l, 0) + C, and Z a holomorphic vector

field on V, nonvanishing on 17- {0J and satisfying (3.1). Let

f" (0) be a hypersurface with at most an isolated

W = > ' W, T — be an extension of
i-0 i a zi

for every 0 < |t| « E

Z tangent to the fibres of f, then

Ind(Z) dim.

P€il
(wo,...,wn,f-t)

(3.2)

Ind(Z) dim,. - dim.
(f) n (wo,...,wn)

<f W0 f W
n
J

(3.3)

Remarks 1) In the above formulas, the parenthesis represent ideals in the

local rings ^n+l generated by the terns inside the parenthesis.
C ,p

2) If A denotes the analytic subspace defined by the ideal

(WQ Wn>, , then formula (3.2) means that A intersects each fibre

f (t), 0 < |t| << c, in a finite number of points, and the sum of the

multiplicities of the intersection is the index of Z. In particular, Z has

an isolated singularity if and only if Ind(Z) » 0. Viewing A as an analytic

space over It via f, formula (3.3) will be obtained from (3.2) using the

invariance of the Euler-Poincare' characteristic of the torsion groups.

See Douady [15] for basics on this part of the argument.
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Proof Let p.

with Xj,,...xn

0 and f : (<Cn+1,D) ->• (<tn+1,p) be a local biholomorphism

coordinates in the domain such that (fi*(i) » Xg - t.

Since W is tangent to the fibers of f we have that
n

D (W ° f) = 2_^ Yi £j- , and hence we obtain an equality of j-leals

W0 • .--, W ) (Y Y )
1 111

we then obtain the isomorphisms

(wo V f^ (V'^V

V,

C n + 1

where Y. is the restriction of Y to x~ = 0. By [16] this last formula

is the index of y ' f. T — at 0, and hence formula (3.2)i is expressing
i=l 1 i

that the index of Z is the sum of the indexes of W restricted to

which is our second definition of the index of Z.

To prove (3.3), let A be the analytic subvariety of U c C n

defined by WQ - . . . = « n = 0 and let <5̂  = iSU (UQ. , . . Wn) be its

structure sheaf. Then A fl V is Wtit, or empty, by hypothesis. If it is

empty, then w is non-vanishing at 0 and since If has at most and isolated

singularity and n > 1 we obtain that V is non-singular and all the terms in

(3.3) become zeroes, proving the theorem. So we may assume that A n V = {0).

Consider the restriction of f to A, f : A •> t; it is a finite morphism

(see [15], p- 58) and the direct image sheaf fy,'?'. is a coherent sheaf near 0.

Since coherent sheaves on d are locally free except at isolated points, we

obtain that the integer (see [15], p. 59)

dim

is independent of t t C for jt| > Q sufficiently small, where

skyscraper sheaf over C supported on t defined by
is the

0 - (s-t) (3.4)

-7-

r*y [ ^al^pV^t] dimc

where in the last equality we have used (3.2). The sheaf f*

protective resolution of the form

admits a

(3.5)

by the Sysygy theorem {[17], p. 694). For t i 0, the long exact sequence

of torsion groups [15] obtained by tensoring (3,5) with <t is

sine fft (f^ is locally free for t |> 0, hence ([-flat. Thus we obtain

r = n^ - n2- We now tensor (3.5) with CQ to obtain the sequence

so that

Ind(Z) - r » dim£[f4C/A *& cj] - dii^f Tor/Cf. <£,«„)] (3.6)

To interpret this formula, we follow [15](p.58). Take t - 0 in (3.4) and

tensor with (fa t\^n ' ̂  j t o obtain the exact sequence

Since fA 0A •

(5) * f*

is isomorphic to

t w o - • • • " „ >

(1 (f)

it follows that tn is isomorphic to the map obtained from the inclusion

(wo,...,wn). '

-8-



Hence the cokernel and kernel of -m are isomorphic to

f n (y...,wn)
<f »0 f V

respectively. Therefore formula (3.6) becomes formula (3.3).

Remark If f is regular at 0, then the right hand side of (3.3) vanishes,

since fA Cf, is OL-flat in (3.6) [15]. Hence formula (3.3) reduces to

the formula in [16] for this case.

Example Let f : (U c I2") + («.0) be holomorphic with a single critical

point at 0 £ 11, and consider the Hamiltonian vector field Z defined by
7 faf 3f af -3f ^ ni ,„ „ . . ,
Z • hjr-, - -r—-,..., -r-—, T on U. (More generally, we might let2n
Z be any holomorphic vector field on UL tangent to the fibers of f and

singular only at 0). Then the map in (3.7) above may be seen as the map

induced by multiplication by f in Cf /(Z.), which is a finite

dimensional ([-vector space, because Z has an isolated zero at 0. Hence

dim(coker) - dim(Ker) = 0

by linear algebra. Thus

singular hypersurface f

Z is an extension of

0.

if Z denotes the restriction of 2 to the

(0), then Ind(Z) = 0, as it should be since

Z tangent to the fibres of f and singular only at

4. TOPOLOGICAL INVARIANCE

We first discuss how the concept of index extends to continuous flows

on topological manifolds [18]. The idea is similar to that of Fuller in

Definition 4.1 Let {<ft}, t£.]R, be a continuous flow on an open set

U t IB , a > 1, and suppose 0 £ U is an isolated stationary point of

{<Pt), i.e. <Pt(0) = 0 for all t and there exists a neighbourhood N of

0 and a time s Q such that <ft(x) # x lor every x£N-(0} and t€.(0,s Q).

Let S £ c(i be a sphere of radius e and centered at 0, for some fixed

E > 0. Then the index of {?,.), denoted Ind{>P t ) , is the degree of the map

for some fixed t in (0, s Q ) .

-9-

If we vary e and t continuously we do not change the homotopy class

of *t £, so Ind{<Pt} is well defined. Moreover, if K is any topological

(m-1)-sphere embedded in Kj containing 0 in the bounded component of its

complement, then K Is homotopic to S £ and therefore Ind{<ft) equals

the degree of the map defined as above but with x £ K. It is clear that if

{ (Pt) is different!able then Its index equals that of its tangent vector

field. We remark that we do not need { <Pt) to be a complete flow, for every

local flow can be reparametrized to become complete [20] and the

reparametrization does not change the index.

Lemma 4.2 Let {<Pt} and {if ) be continuous flows on 11 c IRm with an

isolated stationary point at 0£il. Suppose these two flows are topologically

conjugate,by an orientation preserving map, then,

Ind{ft} Ind{*t}

Proof Let h be a local orientation preserving homeomorphism of "U, with

By the stable homeomorphism theorem, h is isotopic to

the identity. Let hs> sfe[0,l], be such an isotopy with hQ - Id and

h. => h, and choose £,t > 0 sufficiently small so that h Cp^h'^x) 4
•L- S C S

for all x £ S and s £ [0,1] then we have a continuous map

for each s C [0,1], hence the lemma.

We now need to define the index of a continuous flow on the singular

hypersurface V of Sec.2. This is simple: let {*Pt} be a continuous

flow on V such that <Pt(0) » 0 for all t and <Pt<x) * x for every

x in U - {0}, where U is a neighbourhood of 0 and t > 0 small.

Now construct a vector field X on the link K of 0 in V by joining each

x £ K with the point (P(.(x), and project it orthogonally to a tangent vector

field X of V over K. Then define the index of {<Pt}, denoted

Ind{<Pt}, to be the index of X, where the latter is defined as in Sec.2 .

The proof of the following lemma is just like that of 2.2.c:

Lemma 4.3 Let Z be a non-singular holomorphic vector field on

XT -{0} and let {f ^} be some continuous flow on TT with an isolated

stationary point at 0 and tangent to the 1-dimensional complex foliation

of V defined by the solutions of Z. Then,

Ind{ < Ind(Z)

-10-



Definition 4 ,4 Let fj.fn : (l^.0) "• (81O be holomorphic functions on

an open set 'U of * n + 1, with an isolated critical point at 0 fe *U. , We say

that the germs at 0 of f and are topoloRically equivalent if

there exists a local homeomorphism orientation preserving h of 14. near

0 such that f-
1

h.

Theorem 4-5 Let (1^,0) denote the germ of an isolated hyparsurface

singularity in t n , n > 1, and let Z be a holomorphic vector field on V

with an isolated singularity at 0. Then, the index of Z is a topological

invariant.

In other words, if (TTj.O) is another singularity germ as above,

which is topologically equivalent to (T/,0) in the sense nf the previous

definition, and if Z. Is a holomorphic vector field on If . such that the

equivalence h between V, and ITT carries the foliation of Z onto that

of Zj, then Ind(Z) - Ind(Z.).

Proof Let us move the vector field Z on V by a differentiable isotopy

to obtain a vector field on the boundary of a Milnor fiber F of a function

f that defines the germ of V at 0. We now extend this vector field to

a differentiable vector field on F with isolated singularities there. The

sum of all the local indices equals the index of Z, by our second definition

of the index. Now, the homeomorphism h carries the (real) flow of Z on

F to a continuous flow h(Z) on a Milnor fiber F. of f., the map that

defines IT.. The singularities of Z on F go to singularities of the

flow on F., and there are no more singularities there. Since the total

index of h(Z) equals the index of Z , by Lemma 2.2 the result is a

consequence of Lemma 4.2.

Let us now illustrate with an example our need for taking the

homeomorphism h above to be an ambient (local) homeomorphism of I

5. EXAMPLE

Consider the singularities at 0 £ (

f (z z ) = z2 + z7 + z1'1 f (z

defined by

12

By [211, the surfaces in I defined by f and f _ are homeomorphic,

for both of them are the result of blowing down to a point the zero section

of a complex line bundle with Chern class -1 over a Riemann surface of

genus 3. These two singularities admit C*-actions given by

-11-

I*I!Si"--- 'iL'.r.tiiL

v tl/qv
where the triple (p.q.r) is (2,7,14) in one case and (3,4,12) in the other.

The natural homeomorphism between V an(] ~\J carries C*-orbits into G*-.

However, the index of the corresponding vector fields is 79 in the first

case and 67 in the latter, for in both cases the IR-orbits are transversal

to the links, so part b) of 2.1 above tells us that the indices equal

Uj + 1, where \i^ is the corresponding Milnor number; by .[21] the Milnor

number of these two singularities are 78 and 66.

5. TOPOLOGICAL INVARIANCE OF THE CHERN CLASS OF A FOLIATION BY CURVES

Definition 5.1 A non-sinRular holomorphic foliation by curves in a

connected complex manifold M may be given by a covering of M by coordinate

charts {(f± : u\ •* f^Uj) c d"} such that the transition of coordinates

fij = it1,••.,<?") : Vj(U. fl Uj) * fi(Ui n Uj) satisfy

^ = 0, for j = l,,..,n-l. A (singular holomorphic) foliation by

S Z j

curves £ in M is a non-singular holomorphic foliation in M-A, where A

is an analytic subset of codimension bigger than one.

It is shown in [2] that for a foliation by curves (- in H, the

line sub-bundle 3f' •* T(M-A) tangent to the leaves of a nonsingular

foliation in M-A extends uniquely to an abstract holomorphic line bundle

on M, and the inclusion 3 1 -* T(M-A) extends to a holomorphic bundle map

X : ¥ •* T M • X is unique up to an isomorphism of y . A foliation by

curves is then also determined by the bundle map X, non-vanishing in

codimension 1. In this section we will prove:

Theorem 5.1 The Chern class c(J)€H2(M,Z) of the extended line bundle

tangent to the leaves of a foliation by curves ^ in M is a topological

invariant; namely, if f : (M,£) -+ ( M ' . f ) is a homeomorphism sending

the singular set of "$ onto the singular set of 'f*' anfi the leaves of

"p to the leaves of V ' , then ^CcO")) = c O 1 ) , where X : 7 •* T M

and X' : J' •* TM determine F and p ' respectively.

Proof Since Sing f* and Sing f' have codimension bigger than one (real

codimension at least 4 ) , we have H (H,Z) » H (M - SingT.Z), and similarly

for T1'- Hence we may assume that the foliations are non-singular.

As one associates to a topological manifold a microbundle [22],

which is the topological version of the tangent bundle, we may associate to

a non-singular foliation by curves a microbundle (see [23] p. 184).

-19-



ft topological equivalence between two non-singular foliations by curves

induces a microbundle isomorphism. Hence this' roicrobundle is a topological

version of T , which is invariant by topological equivalence of foliations.

Kister's theorem [24 1 asserts that microbundles contain locally

trivial bundles with fiber Euclidean, space, and these are unique up to fiber

preserving isotopy fixing the zero section. Locally trivial oriented

tapological bundles with fiber IR and zero section can be described as

Steenrod bundles with group Homeo-(]Rn) of orientation preserving

homeomorphisms of K fixing the origin provided with the compact open

topology. Recall also that the structural group U(l) is a deformation
+ 7

retract of Homeon(]R ) [6],[7] and hence any Steenrod. bundle as above with
+ 2

structural group HorneD^CR ) has a unique reduction to a complex line

bundle. Complex line bundles are classified by a homotopy class of maps to

the infinite protective space <CP°°, and its unique invariant is the first

Chern class.

Hence, the two microbundles associated to "F and f ' are

microbundle isomorphic via the homeomorphism <P : H -» M't and hence their

reduction to complex line bundles are classified by a homotopy

commutative diagram

f
M —1—» M

IP

Since these complex line bundles are ^ and T ' respectively, we obtain

that T A c(3") = c ( T ' ) . This proves the theorem.

Applying the above theorem to the case of CPn provides an

interesting remark. Holomorphic line bundles in dPn are classified bv their
2 2

Chern class in H (<1P , Z) • Z, and hence a foliation by curves given as

X : H(d) •+ TIP has the numerical invariant d associated to its

homeomorphism type. It may be shown (21 that d ̂  1 and that these

foliations are described as homogeneous polynomial vector fields of degree

-d + 1 in 0 . Hence this topologically invariant number corresponds to

the homogeneous degree. This contrasts with the degree of a polynomial

description of the foliation in an affine coordinate chart <tn -» SPn, which

depends on the coordinate chosen (i.e. whether <JPn - I n is saturated by the

folition or not, [1Q]).

The theorem is also specifically complex, since the foliations in
2 . .

a s unaque singular
1RP2 defined in IR2 . v^n-1 3 V2n-1 o

by Y T? -X -TT7 have

point and the leaves are the fibers of X n + Y and the line at infinity.

Here they are topologically equivalent.

-13-

6. THE INDEX FOR DISTRIBUTIONS

Let ix> be a 2-dimensional, orientable distribution with finite

singularities on a C closed, connected,,oriented manifold H of dimension

n > 3. By this we mean an oriented subbundle of TM, the tangent bundle M,

defined away from a finite number of points P.,...,P . For each i = 1 q

we let B1 c H be a small ball around P., and we assume the B.'s are pair-

wise disjoint. We denote by S. the boundary sphere of B.. The

restriction of $? to each Si is a trivial vector bundle, because

ti , = (S0(2)) = 0, so there exists a vector field x. on Bj, singular only

at P., at most;and contained in c?. We define the (local) index of gf at

P. to be the index at P, of the vector field X.. We denote this integer

by Ind(^;P.). If Y. is another vector field on B. contained in £J and

non-singular away from P., then X i and YA differ by a (nulhomotopic) map

from S. into SO(2), so they have the same index on the choice of the vector

field X.. Hence, the definition of Ind(£),P.) does not depend on the choice of

the vector field X.. Following [25], we now let e$>)£H2(M;S) be the Euler class

of §). By this we mean the unique cohomology class that maps, under the inclusion

to the (usual) Euler class of the restriction of oD to M-{P1,...,P }. Similarly,

we let e(N^)£ Hn"2(M;E) be the Euler class of the normal bundle of & in TM,

with respect to some hermitial metric. Let us denote by Ind(^y) the (total)

index of & on H, that is the sum of all the local indices.

Theorem 6.1 With the above hypothesis and notation, they integer

equals the Euler characterisitc of M and it is therefore independent of

Proof Let us coincide balls Bl around the P.'s as before, and let
q 1

H* - M - {_) Int. Let Y be a vector field on M, contained in §}, with an
i = l

isolated singularity at each P, and transversal to the zero-section of

&) on M*. Then its zero locus £„ on H* is a smooth submanifold of H,

representing a homology class in H _2(M;S) dual to the Euler class of 6L1.

Similarly, let Y denote a vector field on M, orthogonal to <$) on M*

and transverse to the zero-section. Then its singular locus Z on M*

is also a smooth submanifold of M, representing the dual class of e ( N © ) .

We assume further, with no lost of generality, that E v and I intersects
Y yl

transversally in a finite number of points, whose total number (counted with
signs) is the intersection number !„ • I . and equals the number

i
e(JD) U e(Nnt>)(M). To prove Theorem 1, we use the vector field Y and Y ,

to construct a vector field X on M that agrees with Y near each P̂ i

-14-



i » 1 q, and whose remaining singularities, counted with their Local indices,

equal to the intersection number I., • Z . Theorem 1 will then follow from
Y

the theorem of Poincare-Hopf (see [10]). For this we let <f : H + [0,1] be

some smooth function, which is 0 on each B., i * l,...,q and 1 away from

small balls containing the f^'s. We set Yi = f• Y1 and X = Y + Y^. It

is then easy to see that X indeed satisfies the properties we want, thus proving

Theorem 1.

Ind(-r') = rn + r""1 + ... + r + 1

We remark that 6.1 above is much related to [26] though is independent

of it. We also note, as pointed out to us by I. Segal, that when the

dimension of H is odd the number Ind(<3)) should always be 0, but we have

not been able to decide yet whether this is the case or not.

It is now easy to combine the above definition of Ind($>) with our

definition in Sec.2 of the index of a vector field on a singular variety, to

obtain a definition of the index of a 2-dimensional distribution ,f on a singular,

compact variety 10 of complex dimension n J, 2, whose singularities are all

isolated, hypersurface germs. If P,,...,Ps are the singularities of Tl/ and

MJI---,M S are their corresponding Milnor numbers, then using 6.1 and arguing as

in [11] we obtain the formula

JCUJ) Ind(<©) 2~I
1=1

where U is a smoothing of TJ and &) is some extension of o£) to itT with

finite singularities. The only point to be observed is that such an extension

always exists, because the Milnor fiber of each P. is homotopic to a wedge

of spheres, so the obstructions vanish automatically for n > 2.

We now consider holomorphic distributions by complex lines on the

complex protective space CPn, n :> 2, and we assume that they have isolated

singularities. Every such distribution <J> is integrable, so we may as well think

of holomorphic foliations by complex curves. As noted in Sec.5 above, given

such a foliation F on IPn, its tangent bundle TP = t' extends to an

(essentially unique) abstract holomorphic line bundle T over (EPn. The Chern

class C ( T ) f H (!Pn;2) s S is now an integer and it agrees with the Euler

class e(r') defined above, for T' and T are isomorphic away from a finite

number of points (where t1 is not defined!).

Theorem 6.2 Let P be as above and let C(t) be its Chern class- If we

write C ( T ) = (l-r)tfe H2(SPn), where t is the generator of this group, then,

-15-

where Ind(x') is the total index of T'.

We first prove the following lemma.

Le*mma 6 . 3 I f r i s a s a b o v e and C 1 6 H 2 n " 2 ( I P n ; Z Z ) i s " t h e ( n - 1 )th

Chern class of the normal bundle i of P , then

C1 = [n + (n-l)r + (n-2)r2 + . ..+ r " ' 1 ] ^ " 1 ^ H2n'2(CPn)

Assuming this lemma we have

C(T) U Ci[CPn] = (l-rJtn + (n-l)r +...+ r""1] = n-r-r2 -... - rn

and Theorem 6.2 follows from this equation together with Theorem 6.1 above

and the fact that the Euler characteristic of <EPn is (n+1).

Proof of 5.3 Both T' and T are holomorphic bundles away from the

singular points, so their Euler class equals the top Chern class. Moreover,

we can think of T' and T as being subsheaves of the tangent sheaf TH,

M = IFn. We have an exact sequence of sheaves,

0' * If + IN + Sf •*• 0

so we have an equality of Chern polynomials [26 ]•,

C(TH) = C(T')

.11+1The Chern polynomial of dPn is (l+t)n , where t is as in 6.2 t

and C(-t') » 1 + et by hypothesis, where e = (1-r). Hence, if we write

(1+t)
n+1 1 + b.t + ... + b t

1 n

with b. = (n+l)I/il-(n+l-i)!, then we find

e2t2Ctt1) = (1 + bjt +...+ bnt)(l - et +"'e
2t2 -...+ ( 1 ) W )

and the top Chern class of T is the coefficient of t . thus

Cn-1 (^ = V l " *bn-2 + e\-3 • • • + ( - l ) ^

and substituting e = ( l - r ) in this equation we arrive to 6.3 above.
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5,4 Example Let F

1=0
g|- denote the germ at 0 E, I n + 1 of

holomorphic vector field with an isolated singularity at 0. We suppose

further that F is "non-dicritical" (see [16],[8] ) which is the generic

situation. This means that if we make a blow up at 0,

TT : C - > (En

hen the induced foliation on I extends tangent to the exceptional divisor

= IT (0) £ IP c a, thus inducing a holomorphic foliation bv curves nn ffip"

then

E = IT ~{0) £ IP" c a, thus inducing a holomorphic foliation by curves on

We now impose the restriction that the extended foliation F has only isolated

singularities, so that Theorem 6.2 applies. Then the integer r in the

formula above is the algebraic multiplicity of F at 0, i.e."the order of

the first non-zero term in the Taylor expansion of f. To see this we observe

that I retracts to TI"1(0) , so the Chern class of TF on C equals that

of its restriction to u ' ^ O ) . The vector field F lifts to a moermorphic

vector field F on I which has a pole on v~l(0), whose order determines

Cj(TK), for it tells us how much we have to twist TF away from IT~:(0) to

extend it to the divisor. An easy computation then shows that C j d M is

(l-r)t, where t€H 2(«F n) is the generator of this group.
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